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Coverage with grass vegetation is over 90%,
the bushes are grubbed. The hay is of good quality.
The necosite plots accumulate litter. The slopes have
strong inclination (15-30 degrees).There is no
preference for the slope although the samples chosen
does not occupy the slopes with Northern exhibition,
the largest areas analyzed in this sector can be found
on affluents from the left bank of the Trotus river.
Soils are dry, but near the top of the water, the
resorts with moist soil cover very small surfaces
(table 1).
The spectrum of geographic elements:
Circumpolar 5%, Alpine- European 3%, AlpinoCarpatho-Balkan 1%, European 22%, Central
European 10%, continental Europe 2%, Eurasian
47%, endemic 1% Ponto-Mediterranean 1%, PontoPannonian 1%, Pannonian-getic 1%, cosmopolitan
6% (Figure 1).
The spectrum of life forms: hemicriptophite
72%, terophite 9%, chamephite 8%, geophite 6%
fanerophite 5% (fig. 2).

INTRODUCTION
The synthetic studies of flora and vegetation
from the Ghimeş and Făget districts are found in the
paper Trotus Valley Vegetation (sector DărmăneştiGhimeş) by Mititelu D. and Barabaş N. (1974). Very
little information is for the upper basin of brook Cold
Valley located in Bacau County (lower basin is in
Harghita County) and brook Adalmaş basin, situated
in on the opposite side of Trotus on the county
boundary. After delimitation of protected area, this
area was highlighted by the monitoring work.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
ROSCI 0323 natural area-Ciucul de Jos, is
bounded in the upper basin of the river Trotus, in
Harghita and Bacău Counties. Meadows habitats near
the localities Gimeş and Palanca were monitored. For
each sketch the following issues were identified:
topographic factors, have appreciated the grassland
areas have been chosen sample areas, soil moisture,
soil type, vegetation cover, cover with shrubs, types
of injury, conservation status, the trend of evolution
of vegetation, features, list of species.

Spectrum of ecologic indexes:
Light: L3=3%; L4=3%: L5=6%; L6=8%;
L7=42%, L8=30%, L9=3%. In the category L7 enters
plants which suffer from weak light shading, in L8
enters light plant which only exceptionally and for a
short time may incur shading.
Temperature:
T2=2%,
T3=3%,
T4=11%,T5=28%; T6=9%,T7=7%,Tx=42%; From
category T5 form part plants of temperate climate in
hilly areas and foothills, in Tx are included euritherm
plants.
Humidity: U2=3%, U3=8%,U4=36%, U5=18%,
U6=9%, U7=5%, U8=2%, U9=1%, Ux=20%. The
plants from class U4 are predominantly for dry soils,
rarely moist, from U7 plants of damp moist soils,
well drained, but not wet.
Soil reaction: R2=6%, R3=3%, R4=4%,
R5=17%, R6=4%, R7=16%, R8=6%, R9=2%, Rx=41%
Mineral nitrogen: N1=4%, N2=22%, N3=23%,
N4=6%, N5=8%, N6=9%, N7=3%, N8=3%, Nx=22%
(Fig. 3).

RESULTS AND DISCUTIONS
Extent: Răchitiş (large surfaces), the peak of
the Răchitiş towns and Făgetul de Sus (large areas),
Bolovăniş, Aldămaş, Popoiu de Jos.
About 90% of the grasslands are dominated by
transitional plant associations of Festuco rubrae Agrostetum capillaris assigned by MolinioArrhenatheretea. Nardets occupies very small
surfaces, are more spread on grazed places. In the list
of plant species sporadically participates FestucoBrometea, Trifolio-Geranietea Querco-Fagetea, and
Vaccino-Piceetea. Weed species from hayfields are
very rare, in this class of plants stand out Pteridium
aquilinum populations.
Boundaries between forest and meadow are
well drawn; woody plants are cut young edges, for
maintenance of hayfields funds were allocated.
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Fig.1- The spectrum of geographic elements for Ass. Festuco rubrae-Agrostetum capillaris
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Fig.2- The spectrum of life forms for Ass. Festuco rubrae-Agrostetum capillaris
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Fig 3. Spectrum of ecologic indexes for Ass. Festuco rubrae-Agrostetum capillaris
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Tabel 1. Ass. Festuco rubrae-Agrostetum capillaris
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Place and date of mapping:
1. Springs Tărhăuş- Palanca (Lat N. 46⁰ 63557, Long. E 026⁰ 11758), 16.09.2014;
2. Răchitiş (Lat N 46⁰ 40 799, Long. E 026⁰ 02 169), 16.09.2014;
3. Răchitiş (Lat. N 46⁰66 553, Long. E 026⁰ 15230), 16.09.2014;
4. Răchitiş (Lat. N 46⁰ 40 113, Long. E 026⁰ 01 203), 16.09.2014;
5. Răchitiş (Lat. N 46⁰ 40 015, Long. E 026⁰ 01 989), 16.09.2014;
6. Brook Aldămaş (Lat N. 46⁰54405, Long 026⁰07571), 16.09.2014;
7. The hill between Răchitiş şi Făgetul de Sus (Lat N. 46⁰61 065, Long 026⁰03670), 16.09.2014.
grazing does not exceed the degree of tolerance of
the grasslands and does not expand.
The trend of evolution of the vegetation
remains stable because there are no present and
future threats to put pressure on.
Their exploitation can not affect the
composition of vegetation. These hayfields have the
highest conservation status.
The monitoring was developed within the
project "Services for the monitoring of the

CONCLUSIONS
The selection was carried out at the end of the
period of vegetation, in September, in order to
observe the degree of injury of vegetation in areas of
the sample chosen 100 species of herbs has been
identified.
Investigation was possible because the land is
private property bounded, so many of the plots
remain unripe due to rarefied local population,
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conservation status of habitats of Community interest
(salt marsh, continental dunes, grasslands,
freshwater) of Romania".
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ABSTRACT
The Ghimeş Pass meadows are located in
middle mountain level, on hillsides with strong
slopes with dry soils, with much skeleton, with a
good crop production due to the predominance of
two good forage species such as Agrostis capillaris
and Festuca rubra. They are exploited by locals in
traditional system. The antropo-zoogene pressure all
over the place has low or very low intensities, have
not reported the upcoming threats, conservation
status is very good. If on create conditions for agrotourism, this kind of activities will not bring
problems of organic nature.
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